We are happy to announce that the Transactions of the Institute of Systems, Control and Information Engineers (ISICE), the sponsoring institute of ISCIE International Symposium on Stochastic Systems Theory and Its Applications (SSS), will publish a special issue on SSS’23.

Call for Papers

Special Issues of Transactions of the Institute of Systems, Control and Information Engineers

Stochastic systems theory has been widely recognized to constitute an important area in systems, control and information fields, with application areas that widely spread from engineering to science. ISCIE has been contributing to this academic field by sponsoring the annual symposium, SSS, continuously since 1968. SSS is now recognized as the traditional symposium with the oldest and longest academic history within ISCIE. We are happy to publish the special issue in the Transactions of ISCIE from the papers in the Proceedings of SSS’23. Authors of SSS’23 proceedings papers are invited to submit full version of their papers. Researchers who have made presentations at SSS’23 and did not submit proceeding papers are also invited to submit their papers for this special issue.

Please note that the papers for the Proceedings of SSS’23 will NOT be automatically submitted to the Transactions of ISCIE. Moreover, the papers published in the special issue of the Transactions of ISCIE should contain some new or extended results, or revised contents from the papers in the Proceedings of SSS’23.

Manuscript Format

The manuscript should be written in English and prepared according to the author's guidelines for the transactions of ISCIE. The standard number of pages is 8. The author's guidelines, submission rules, LaTeX and MS-Word style files can be downloaded from the ISCIE web site.

Submission

The original manuscript should be submitted according to the instructions of the ISCIE online submission system. Please note that at least one of the authors must be an ISCIE member or a student member. All submissions will be peer reviewed. The author of the accepted paper will have to pay the page charge according to the author's guidelines.

The deadline for the paper submission is April 30, 2024.

Guest Editor: Izumi Hanazaki, Professor (Tokyo Denki Univ.)

Chair of Program & Steering Committee of SSS’23
E-mail: sss23@sci-sss.org